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ABSTRACT
Laser system communication is a high bit rate data transfer method utilizing modulated
beams of coherent light. This communication method, utilizing a narrow beam of light,
offers superior security and precision over conventional radio frequency (RF)
communication technology which utilizes wide omni signal arrays.

Stability and

precision positioning during laser signal transmission is paramount to proper
communication. This creates certain design challenges due to extremely high precision
pointing and stability requirements. The Intelligent and Composite Materials Laboratory
(ICML) at the University of Hawai'i at Miinoa has been developing an intelligent
platform mount to house a laser telescope uti1ized for inter-satellite laser communication
as a part of the Adaptive Damping and Positioning using Intelligent Composite Active
Structures (ADPICAS) project. The platform being developed is capable of simultaneous
precision positioning and vibration suppression. Design improvements and subsequent
in-depth analyses to the initial proposed design have been the focus of this research and

will be discussed in this work.

Primary vibration suppression is accomplished utilizing a reactionless double gimbal

system with supplementary vibration suppression and precision positioning being
provided via intelligent and nanotechnology materials and structures.

Design

modifications from the initial proposed design are projected to significantly improve the
overall optical signal quality.

In addition, design improvements will reduce

manufacturing complexity, improve system stability, and reduce potential modes of
failure. Analyses including operational mechanics, parts design and optimizations, force
iv

tolerances, and harmonic responses are preformed and presented in this work. Physical
prototype testing evolutions, both in-laboratory and in-field, have been devised and are
additionally discussed.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND REVIEW
ON ADPICAS PROJECT
1.0.

General Introduction

The intent of this thesis is to present system design improvements, detailed analyses, and
optimization schemes developed for the Adaptive Damping and Positioning using
Intelligent Composite Active Structures (ADPICAS) Phase ill Prototype. The research
performed and described in this work are based on modifications and improvements
made to the initial ADPICAS laser telescope proposal design for space laser
communication, as originaIly documented by Mitchell (2005). The primary objective of
this research is to improve the composite laser telescope design to meet project
specifications and requirements and to provide related detailed, accurate, and efficient
mechanical analyses.

Additionally, the new prototype design efforts have been

developed to accommodate a proof of concept testing evolution to be accomplished
terrestrially under ADPICAS Phase IV (NRL Meeting, 2005). It should be mentioned
that additional fields of research such as optical design and system integrations have yet
to be finaIized and are not considered within the scope of this thesis.

1.1.

ADPICAS Laser Telescope System Background

The appeal of space capable laser satellite communications is increasingly attractive for
commercial and military applications, given the current state of global affairs. Contrary
to traditional Radio Frequency (RF) omni band transmissions, laser communications can

travel over very large distances with very small resultant beam divergences with high
1

bandwidth, and hence high rate data transfer capabilities. Difficult to intercept, laser
transmission is ideal for transmission of proprietaIy and sensitive infoIDlation. Of course,
with such a small beam divergence rises the need for extremely precise and accurate
detection and reception equipment. FurtheIDlore, a reliable connection, or link, between
the signal transmitter and receiver is paramount to proper data transfer. The intention of
the third phase of the ADPICAS project is to investigate technologies enabling precise
tracking and detection of laser transmissions and communication link maintenance under
several adverse vibratory conditions.

As previously documented by Mitchell (2005), "the primary objective of Phase III is to

design an active platfoIDl that can be used to point and stabilize an intersatellite laser
communication telescope with micro-radian pointing resolution." Special attention is to
be made to reduce energy consumption, increase survivability, reduce failure modes,
optimize accuracy, and increase cycles to failure in all aspects of the system design. The
initial prototype is to be designed, analyzed, fabricated, and tested (in-laboratory and infield) under the fourth phase of the ADPICAS project. Upon the completion of the infield and telIestrial testing, the completed system is to be rigidly mounted onboard a
communication satellite in conjunction with the Thrust Vector Control PlatfoIDl designed
under Phase I and Phase n of the ADPICAS project (Doherty and Ghasemi Nejhad, 2005;
Ghasemi Nejhad and Antin, 2006; Ma and Ghasemi Nejhad, 2004, 2005, 2006; Antin and
Ghasemi Nejhad, 2005; Ghasemi Ne.ihad, 2004; Ghasemi Nejhad and Ma, 2004; Ghasemi
Nejhad and Doherty, 2002). The Thrust Vector Control (TVC) PlatfoIDl will work to
significantly reduce thruster burn misalignment and vibration transmitted to the satellite.

2

The TVC smart composite platform is developed and mounted on a model of a satellite
frame and is currently undergoing a rigorous testing evolution in the ICML.

The intent of the satellite mounted systems is to enable reliable establishment and
maintenance of laser satellite communication between two satellites in geosynchronous
orbit approximately 45,000 miles apart. Funding for all phases of the ADPICAS Project
is provided by the Office of Naval Research in association with the Naval Research

Laboratory, Washington DC.

During discussions with the funding agency in November 2005, the optical link budget
information for a terrestrial prototype was determined. A result of various atmospheric
effects (smog, ozone, stray light interference, etc.) attributing to atmospheric attenuation,
the tenestIial link budget specifications vary in many aspects compared to space
transmission. Furthermore, due to the complex nature of the optical systems required, the
initial prototype is to be designed as a bistatic receiver capable of signal reception for 100
miles of terrestrial signal transmission. The in-field prototype under development will
serve as a proof of concept of the simultaneous precision positioning and vibration
suppression system for use in terrestrial testing. An updated optical link budget for both
the tenestIial prototype and a proposed space qualified system are included in
AppendixA.

3

Figure 1.1. Initial Design for ADPICAS Phase III Composite Laser Telescope
(Mitchell, 2005).

1.2.

Laser Communication Composite Telescope Design Background Review

Figure 1.1 illustrates the solid model prototype design for the initial design of ADPICAS
Phase III. The initial design consisted of a Cassegrain style telescope antenna (see Figure
1.2) mounted into a "reactionless" double gimbaled system housing.

Precision

positioning within the gimbaled mount was accomplished via two independently operated
intelligent strut assemblies. The strut assemblies, as shown in Figure 1.3, consisted of an
u.ltra high resolution linear actuator, a force sensor, a piezoelectric stack, and various
connecting hardware. Rough positioning maneuvers were accomplished by the linear
actuators and precision adjustments (when required) were accomplished by piezoelectric
actuation. To meet its design intent, the telescope positioning system must be capable of
holding any position from an altitude of 45° to 90° and an azimuth of 0° to 360°. Within
the telescope ring, the up-right position (where the flexures are at pre-bend loading) is the
4

90° position, and the minimum angle the telescope can take is 45°. Therefore, since the
azimuth range is 0° to 360°, the telescope effective altitude range is 45° to 135° (see
Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.2. Optical Path of a Cassegrain-style Telescope.

HELICAL FLEXURE
PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR
LINEAR ACTUATOR _____

FORCE SENSOR

Figure 1.3. Initial Design Prototype I Mod. I Strut Assembly.

In addition to precision positioning operations, the piezoelectric stacks serve as secondary
vibration suppression devices; cowltering any vibratory disturbance detected by the
attached force sensors that has been transferred through the double gimbal housing. To
further combat vibratory disturbances, each strut is mounted to the rigid platform base via
helical flexure coils. As documented by Mitchell (2005), the coils also serve to combat
static ax ial loads applied to the strut assemblies (in conjunction with a pre-bent loading of
the helical coil base brackets).

5

The reactionless double gimbal system functions by freely pivoting the telescope around
two axes of rotation, both of which pass through the telescope's center of mass. The
telescope is able to tip through rotation of the inner gimbal in the X-Z axes and tilt
through rotation of the outer gimbal in the Y-Z axes. This isolates the telescope from the
prototype base and prevents telescope rotational vibrations for most of the telescope
possible positions. For successful telescope isolation, the gimbal's center of rotation
must coincide with the telescope's center of mass/center of rotation. If not properly
balanced, inertial effects can cause the telescope to pivot uncontrollably about an axis of
rotation. The initial design prototype utilizes the natura11y occurring center of mass for
the double gimbal system.

As mentioned earlier, positioning accuracy of the telescope is paramount to proper laser

signal detection and reception. The specific linear actuators to be utilized in the design
offer superior positioning resolution (0.5 micrometer) and positioning repeatability (0.5
micrometers). This finite resolution, however, limits the maximum linear travel of the
linear actuators to 50 millimeters (PI, 2005). Approximately 99.8% of all telescope
altitude and azimuth positioning is resultant of this actuator travel of 50 mm via moment
arm theory; converting linear movement into rotational action.

The remaining fine

positioning is accomplished via piezoelectric stack actuation. Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
consist of the exact specifications for the linear motors, piezoelectric stacks, and force
sensors, respectively.

6

Table 1.1. Manufacturer Specifications for Linear Motors utilized in the
Intelligent Strut Assembly (pI, 2005)
Linear Motor
PhySik Instrumente CPU
M-235.5DD
1.97 in
1.18 in/sec
2e-5 in
2e-5 in
11lb
11lb
0-12 VDC

ement
Manufacturer
Model
Travel
Speed
Resolution
Minimum Incremental Motion
Maximum Compressive Foree
Maximum Tensile Foree
Voltage Range

Table 1.2. Manufacturer Specifications for Piezoelectric Stacks utilized in the
Intelligent Strut Assembly (pI, 2005)

~ent

Piezoelectric Stack
PhySik Instrumente CPU
P-842.60
3.5e-3 in
3.5e-8 in
180lb
67.51b
O-lOOVDC
6kHz

Manufacturer
Model
Travel
Resolution
Maximum Compressive Foree
Maximum Tensile Foree
Voltage Rane;e
Resonant Frequency

Table 1.3. Manufacturer Specifications for Force Sensors utilized in the
Intelligent Strut Assembly (pCB Piezotronics, 2007)
Force Sensor
PCB Piezotronics
PCD-208-C-02
O.OOllb-rms
100 lb
100lb
0.001 Hz
36kHz
20-30VDC
8-14 VDC

Element
Manufaetnrer
Model
Resolution
Maximum ComDressive Foree
Maximum Tensile Foree
Low Freauenev Response
Upper Freauenev Limit
Excitation Voltae;e
Output Bias Voltae;e
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Figure 1.4. Initial Design Prototype Cross Sectional View (Mitchell, 2005).

To accommodate this full positioning spectrum (i. e., altitude of 45° to 90° and azimuth of
0° to 360°) via a linear actuation travel length of 50 mm, the actuators must be connected
relatively close to the center of rotation. As Figures 1.4 and 1.5 illustrate, the initial
prototype included strut connections within the optical tube assembly very close to the
natural center of rotation. This natural center of rotation occurred directly in the optical
patll of the signal. To accommodate passage of the Cassegrain optical signal, the strut
connection bracket had to include an optical pathway access ring in its center. This
created additional restrictions on the placement of the strut connections. As Figure 1.6
indicates, incorporation of this optical access path extends the distance of the strut
connections from the center of rotation in the X-Y plane. As no rotation occurs in tlle
telescope's X-Y plane (as it is held in place by the two axes of rotation), any moment arm
in th is plane is not useful for tip and ti lt actuation.
8

Regarding the physical strut connections (as the struts required connection near the center
of rotation), the strut connection bracket (with optical ring pathway) (see Figure 1.5) was
required to be housed directly in the optical pathway of the telescope.

This large

mounting bracket would severely contribute to the phenomenon of secondary obscuration;
an extremely detrimental effect on optical reception quality.

Figure 1.5. Initial Design Prototype
Optical Tube Cutaway Showing
Required Optical Pathway.

Figure 1.6. Initial Design Prototype
Strut Bracket (with Optical Pathway).

Furthermore, the initial design prototype strut connections required relatively large access
holes in the sides of the optical tube to accomplish required positioning maneuvers (else
interference issues arose). As these access holes occurred in the direct optical path of
reception, the amount of obscuration and stray light interference occurring was
determined to be highly detrimental to the optical quality of the laser system .

9

CHAPTER 2
ADPICAS LASER TELESCOPE MODIFICATION 1
2.0.

ADPICAS Laser Telescope Modification 1 Introduction

To improve the optical capability and performance of the telescope system, the strut
connections had to be completely removed from the optical pathway. At the same time,
the relative close proximity of the strut connections to the center of mass had to be
preserved to accommodate required positioning.

Efforts to correct this issue were

accomplished under Modification (or Mod.) 1 of the prototype. For the remainder of this
docwnent, the initial design prototype will be referred to as Mod. O.

2.1.

Design Modifications

To relocate the strut connection assembly (and subsequently the access holes) the center
of mass/rotation had to be positioned outside of the optical pathway. Repositioning the
struts connection outside the telescope would render the strut actuation unable to reach all
required positions (since the moment arm between the struts and center of mass would be
too large). As shown in Figure 2.1, logical positioning of the struts connection out of the
optical pathway occurs below the telescope.

10

To ensure continued double gimbal
"reactionless" operation, the center of
rotation/mass would also have to be
relocated

to

a

position below

the

telescope. To "lower" the center of mass
to a more mechanically and optically
acceptable

location

reqwres

the

incorporation of a counter mass element.
As Mod. 0 had utilized the natural
occurring center of mass of the system,
Figure 2.1. Optical Tube with
Eliminated Optical Interferences.

there were no accommodations made for

controlling the center of mass. This did not permit for any corrective measures for
gimbal imbalance due to possible manufacturing or assembly errors.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 represent the design modifications undergone to reposition the center
of mass as represented in the Mod. I prototype design. The strut connection bracket has
been completely removed from the optical pathway and is now installed under the
telescope's optical tube. As required, the strut will remain connected near the center of
mass as deemed necessary given the linear travel capacities of the linear motors. The
counter mass can be regarded as a thin disc at the absolute bottom of the telescope/strut
connection assembly.

The position of the center of mass/rotation can be positioned

where desired simply by modifying the mass of the countermass.

11

Figure 2.3. APDlCAS Phase III Mod. I
Prototype (Cross Section).

Figure 2.2. ADPICAS Phase III
Prototype, Mod. 1 (Isometric).

Advantages of utilizing a counter massed system (Mod. I) in lieu of a natural center of
mass system (Mod. 0) are numerous. The counter mass allows for correction of material
and manufacturing irregularities in determining the proper center of mass for the double
gimbal. It also accommodates operational testing of the double gimbal prior to complete
prototype assembly. This can aid in early detection of any possible balancing issues prior
to the final prototype assembly.

With the incorporation of a countermass, extra

precautionary steps are available to ensure the linear actuators are not damaged due to
excessive axial push/pull of an imbalance gimbal. Furthermore, the countermass permits
an infinite amount of design changes, with minimal system reconstruction required
(simply vary the size and placement of the counter mass). As the optical design of the
system is finalized, it is envisioned, by both ICML and NRL, that certain required
electronics for optical signal processing will be used as "utilitarian" countennass;
eliminating a majority of the need for static mass with equipment that would be required
12

regardless.

It should be noted that for the ease of further analysis (as discussed in

Chapter 3) the countermass is modeled as a disc (although any shape of the specific
volume could be accommodated).

2.2.

Mod. 1 Analysis

The solid model design of Mod. 1 prototype was rendered utilizing Autodesk Inventor
software, followed by the inspections for interference issues during positioning
maneuvers.

Following these steps, the analyses of positioning characteristics and

mechanics could be assimilated.

2.2.1.

Linear Actuator Travel

Obviously the new design of the platform must continue to meet the basic requirements
of the system.

This includes attaining all maximum positioning angles required for

normal system operation (i.e., an altitude of 45° to 90° and an azimuth of 0° to 360°).
Utilizing both Autodesk Inventor (2006) solid modeling and animation software and
ANSYS (2004) solid modeling and finite element methods, the required linear actuator
strut travel for the prototype was determined and compared with the feasible travel of the
linear actuators to be utilized. As seen in Figure 2.4, the agreement between the two
calculation methods is excellent. Additionally, the entire range of allowable strut travel
is utilized in the design, but not exceeded. This is concurrent with the Mod. 0 design.
The intent of maximizing strut travel is to maximize potential pointing resolution given
the capabilities of the linear actuators.

13
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Figure 2.4. Mod. 1 Strut Motor Extensions for 45 0 Elevation and 00 to 360 0 Azimuth
Rotation.

2.2.2. Axial Strut Force Analysis
As perfonned during the Mod. 0 design and analysis, a study of the static axial force that
the strut assemblies (see Figure l.3) undergo is required to ensure that the stall force
(with appropriate factor of safety) of the linear actuators is not exceeded. As documented
by Mitchell (200S), each part included in the strut assembly was analyzed for allowable
axial force. The linear actuators continue to be the limiting factor in the strut assembly
with a stall furce of 11 pounds (SO N). The telescope was positioned and held in the full
spectrum of extreme positions to ensure the force required to hold the telescope in

extreme positions did not exceed the capacities of the strut As with the Mod. 0 design,
14

Mod. 1 incorporates a helical flexure connection between the linear actuators and the
rigid base of the system. These helical flexures are preloaded with stress to offset some
of the static axial forces placed on the strut assemblies.

Figure 2.5. ANSYS Solid Model Utilized in Axial Force Analysis.

Static analysis was preformed utilizing finite element stress analysis via ANSYS (2004)
Multiphysics modeling software. As shown in Figure 2.5, the ANSYS solid model
consisted of assembled struts and flexures mounted to a virtual gimbal/telescope. The
virtual gimbal/telescope serves as a simplified assembly to aid in ensuring that proper
positioning maneuvers are being accomplished and statically held during the operation.
Additionally, simplification of the telescope and gimbal system greatly reduces
computational time required for the analysis. This approach does not affect the outcome,
as the final telescope design will be balanced within the reactionless gimbal as a system.
All connection points are identical to those in the full ANSYS solid model
(see Section 3.2.2.1).
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As Figure 2.5 displays, the struts utilized in the analysis consist of SOLID95 and LINK 11
elements. These LINK I I elements serve as the linear actuator stroke control and axial
force sensors for the analysis. The element is a uniaxial tension-compression element
with zero tension-compression stiffiless and three degrees of freedom at each node:
translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions (ANSYS User Manual, 2004). Utilizing
solid model data obtained from the Autodesk Inventor software, the prototype was placed
in various azimuth angles along the most severe elevation of operation, i.e., 45°. Axial
strut force was then calculated for each position. Results are as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of Mod. 0 and Mod. 1 Static Axial Strut Forces for 45°
Elevation and 0° to 360° Azimuth Rotation.
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As Figure 2.6 indicates, the static axial force scheme encountered for the Mod. 1 design
is less than that encountered for the Mod. 0 desi gn. The decrease in the static axial force
induced for the Mod. I StTutS can be attributed to the redesign of the strut bracket
connection system. Figure 2.7 compares the two strut brackets structures. As mentioned
earlier, the greatest attainable pointing resolution is desired .

As with Mod. 0, the

maximum allowable linear strut travel remains utilized. This corresponds to a specific
moment arm magnitude necessary to attain all necessary pointing azimuth and elevation
angles. As can be seen, the Mod.1 strut bracket design does not need to accommodate an
optical path via a central ring (as is with Mod. 0).

This allows the Mod. I strut

connection to be optimized to limit the positioning moment arm in the X-Y plane while
maximi zing the moment arms in the planes of rotation (i.e., the X-Z and Y-Z planes). As
previously mentioned, there is no positioning movement in the X-Y plane as the axes of
the double gimbals prevent any movement in this plane. Therefore, the moment arm is
able to operate more efficiently in the planes of rotation with the same overall magnitude.

Mod. 0

Mod. 1

Figure 2.7. A Comparison of Mod. 0 and Mod. 1 Moment Anus.
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Results for strut travel and static axial force have been compared to analytical work
accomplished by separate members of the ICML team and agree accordingly with the
results shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.6.

2.2.3.

Helical Flexure Design Review

Analysis was also preformed to ensure that the Mod. 0 design and optimizations for the
helical flexures remained applicable for the updated Mod. I design. The possibility to
utilize the helical flexure design and optimizations from Mod. 0 would significantly
reduce man-hour efforts over having to redesign the flexures. Under Mod. 0, the flexure
design was based on a specified bending stiffuess of 5 in-Ib/deg.

For this bending

stiffuess, coil thickness and height were determined to maximize axial strength, while not
sacrificing bending capabilities. At the time of Mod. 0 development, the maximum
allowable helical flexure stress was calculated as the yield strength of the metal to be
used (with an appropriate factor of safety of 2). Maximum stress would be encountered
during extreme bending of the flexure (over 8° absolute bend). Extreme bending was
accomplished under telescope movements in the 45° elevation range.

2.2.3.1.

Fine-Tuning of Helical Flexure Design

As research on the ADPICAS telescope prototype has continued, a more applOpriate

stress tolerance for the helical flexures has been researched. As the telescope stsbility
system will be an active system with countless maneuvers every hour of operation, a
more appropriate measure of acceptable stress limits would stem from the endurance
limit of the flexure.
18

2.2.3.1.1.

Endurance Limit

As outlined by Shigley and Mischke (2007), the endurance limit, Se, represents the

maximum repeated stress allowed to ensure a fatigue life of at least 106 cycles. This will
ensure appropriate life of the helical flexure. If the endurance limit is determined to be
less than the maximum allowable stress utilized in the Mod. 0 design process, the helical
flexures will have to be redesigned.
F
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F

Figure 2.8. Loading Schematics for a Spring (left) and a Bar in Pure Torsion (right)
(Juvinall, 2000).

As discussed by Wahl (1978). the endurance limits of a helical spring can easily be

estimated by assuming that an axial loaded element of the spring behaves essentially as a
straight bar in pure torsion. Figure 2.8 shows the loading of the spring and the schematic
of a bar in pure torsion (Juvinall, 2000).

Shigley and Mischke (2007) define the

endurance limit for a rotating bar as:

(2.1)

where kx represents various form factors discussed below as introduced by Marin (1962).
Se' represents the base endurance limit found to be directly related to ultimate tensile
strength of steels and equates to 0.504Sut for steels with a Sut below 200 ksi.
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During the Mod. 1 review of the helical flexure design, a more specific and practical
material for the flexure manufacture is determined. Type 17-4PH (SI7400) stainless
steel is the preferred steel selection for the manufacture of helical flexures. As described
by Ferguson Metals (2007), "Type 17-4PH stainless steel has excellent mechanical
properties. For applications requiring high strength and hardness as well as corrosion
resistance, Type 17-4PH stainless steel is an outstanding choice, and it is more cost
effective than many high nickel non-ferrous alloys." Type 17-4PH (SI7400) stainless
steel has a yield strength of 145 ksi and an ultimate tensile strength of 160 ksi (Ferguson
Metals, 2007). This equates to a base endurance limit of 0.504(160) = 80.6 ksi.

As outlined by Shigley and Mischke (2007), form factors (kx) modify the base endurance
limit to more properly determine the appropriate endurance limit based on size, form, and
application. Appendix C.l provides a detailed explanation of each form factor utilized
here and a fina1 calculation for the endurance limit. As shown in Appendix C.l, the
applicable endurance limit for the helical flexures is 60 ksi.

2.2.3.1.2.

Modified Goodman Curve for Fluctuating Stress

As the flexures will be undergoing fluctuating stresses of varying amplitude (depending
on the movement and position of the telescope), a safe stress study is necessary to ensure
feasible and reliable operation. Utilizing modified Goodman stress curves for varying
mean and alternating stresses, as outlined by Shigley and Mischke (2007), a clear picture
of helical flexure fatigue emerges.
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The modified Goodman approach to fluctuating stress analysis, utilizes endurance limit
and ultimate tensile stress to determine the relation between the mean and fluctuating
stresses. The approach utilizes the linear relation give in the following.

Sa Sm
-+-=1
Se

(2.2)

SUI

where 8. is the alternating stress encountered and 8m is the mean stress. Additional
pertinent calculations and diagrams are provided in Appendix C.2.

As described by Mitchell (2005), a prestress or pre-bend is placed on the strut brackets
holding the flexures to the rigid base. This flexure pre-bend is required to combat static
axial forces encountered during normal positioning.

It creates a mean stress in the

flexures that aids in protecting the linear actuators from undergoing excessive pusbJpull
forces. This mean stress, however, also attributes to the potential failure of the flexure
and must be considered.

Without a pre-bend placed on the bracket, the mean stress encountered in the helical
flexures could be assumed to be 0 (as the system would be in natural equilibrium). For
the case of Mod. 1 (with a flexure pre-bend of 3.5° which results in a 17° elevation of
minimum flexure/strut load condition), the mean stress was determined for the telescope
in the transport stow position of 90° elevation and 0° azimuth. This was chosen as the
mean stress position over the equilibrium position due to the hold position potential of the
telescope at this position. Utilizing the AN8Y8 model utilized in the axial strut force
analysis, Figure 2.9 indicates that the appropriate mean stress at an elevation of 90° and
21

azimuth of 0° is 2.5 ksi . As shown in detail in Appendix C.2, this equates to a maximum
allowable fluctuating stress of 59 ksi.

o

2500 psi

Figure 2.9. Von Mises Mean Stress Encountered by Mod. 1 in Stow Position.

As noted by Mitchell (2005), the maximum allowable alternating stress encountered by
Mod. 0 design of the helical flexures is 18 ksi. Therefore, if the Mod. 0 helical flexure
design is determined appropriate for the Mod. I design in Section 2.2.3 .2., the helical
flexure is acceptable for incorporation in Mod. 1. In that case, the 59 ksi maximum
allowable stress in Mod. 1 can be regarded as an additional factor of safety compared to
18 ksi maximum allowable stress in Mod. O. Appendix C.2 deternunes thi s add itional
factor of safety to be 3.27. Considering, the hostile environment of space these flexures
will be exposed to, thi s additional factor of safety is deemed appropriate.

Appendix C.3 includes comparison data for endurance and fatigue of the helical flexures
utilizing a lower grade of 17-4PH stainless steel.

Though lower in ultimate tensile

strength, allowable alternating stress (84.8 ksi) remains well above 18 ksi .
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2.2.3.2.

Mod. 1 Applicability

Incorporating the Mod. 0 flexure design, the static axial force (see Figure 2.6) was
calculated as described earlier. As shown in Figure 2.6, the static axial force experienced
by the Mod. I prototype with identical flexures actually decreases.

In Section 2.2.3.1., the originally defined maximwn allowable stress was confirmed
acceptable when fatigue was researched. This maximwn allowable stress utilized for
Mod. 0 was determined to be exceeded for any flexure bend angle of greater than 8° of
absolute flexure bend. Therefore, for the Mod. 0 flexures to also remain applicable for
the Mod. I prototype design, the flexure bending during positioning must remain under
8° for all positioning angles of the telescope.
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Figure 2.10. Absolute Bend Angles Experienced by Mod. 0 VB. Mod. I Helical Flexures
for 45° Elevation and 0° to 360° Azimuth Rotation.
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Absolute flexure angle data is gathered via solid modeling tools in Autodesk Inventor.
As shown in Figure 2.10, the maximum bend angle of Mod. 1 system remains well below
8 degrees for all positions.

Since the absolute bend of the flexure remains within the acceptable range and axial strut
force encountered is satisfactory (actually decreased), the Mod. 0 flexure design remains
valid for Mod. 1.

2.3.

Mod. 1 Design Considerations

Once the optical signal has been collimated by the telescope into an optical beam, it will
require various manipulations and translations to ensure proper tracking, detection, and
data processing. After collimation, the optical beam may be split to provide feedback
signals or detector signals for system instrumentation. The optical path length required
below the telescope's focal point is determined by the amount of detectors, sensors,
filters, and mirrors required for the system's mission. Currently, ICML is finalizing the
optical pathway design characteristics based on the detectors and instrumentation to be
utilized.

Figure 2.11, represents a preliminary optical beam path proposal for the

ADPICAS laser receiver.
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Figure 2.11. Preliminary Optical Path Schematic for ADIPCAS Laser Telescope
(Note: This figure is based on various figures by Lambert and Casey, 1995).

Concurrent research and development efforts within ICML concern optical collimation
and beamsteering capabilities utilizing intelligent composite elements. The ADPICAS
project intends to incorporate these developments within the final optical tube of the
prototype. The optical path required underneath the telescope will be greatly reduced
with the incorporation of this steering system. It will eliminate the need for any narrow
field beam detectors or track beam steering elements in the optical pathway beneath the
telescope.

During the November 2005 site visit to the Naval Research Laboratory, the Mod. 1
design improvements were presented. The new design raised concern over the limited
amount of optical clearance from the bottom of the telescope to the relocated strut bracket

structure. It was noted that it is entirely possible that the optical path under the telescope
will require more space than what was allowed for under the Mod. 1 design.
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CHAPTER 3
ADPICAS LASER TELESCOPE MODIFICATION 2
3.0.

ADPICAS Laser Telescope Mod. 2 Introduction

As previously mentioned, the strut connections to the telescope optical tube must be
within a specific, close distance from the center of mass of the system due to the limited
linear travel of the linear motors being utilized. There is, however, a need to maximize
the optical pathway clearance between the bottom of the telescope and the strut
connection bracket, while minimizing the total vertical length of the telescope.

6"

Mod. 1

Mod. 2

Figure 3.1. Optical Clearance Capacities for Mod. I and Mod. 2 Prototypes.

3.1.

Design Modifications

An ideal situation would be to be able to increase the optical pathway access, while

retaining the mechanical optimization and analysis accomplished under Mod. I. As seen
in Figure 3.1, Mod. I design accommodates 2.75 inches of optical pathway access. The
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optical pathway clearance situation can be improved by simply inverting the strut and
connection assembly and connecting it to the bottom side of the center of mass (in lieu of
the top side). As shown in Figure 3.1, the inverted mechanical connections increase the
optical pathway access by 118% to 6 inches.
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Figure 3.2. ADPICAS Phase 1II Prototype,
Mod. 2 (Isometric).

Figure 3.3. APDlCAS Phase III Mod. 2
Prototype (Cross Section).

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the current prototype, now known as Mod. 2. As mentioned,
no dependent control equipment, speci fications, or dimensions had to be altered here; the
control assembly was simply inverted.

Figure 3.4 outlines the redesign efforts accommodated by inverting the control system.
The left figure shows a simply inverted control system while the right shows the same
inverted control system with parts redesign to increase performance and simplicity of the
prototype. The base of the prototype has been elevated to correspond with center of
rotation. This greatly increases the overall stability of the platfonn.
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Basic Inversion
Refined Mod. 2 Inversion
Figure 3.4. Mod. 2 Strut Inversion Redesign.

The platform redesign also allows for a significant redesign of the critical gimbal
fo undation.

A visual comparison of the original gimbal foundation and redesigned

foundation is provided in Figure 3.5. The new gimbal foundation greatly reduces general
part complexity as well as machining and material costs. The new gimbal foundation has
also been integrated directly into the base of the platfonn. This improves the overall
parts performance whil e reducing part weight.

Mod . 1
Mod. 2
Figure 3.5. Comparison of Gimbal Foundations.
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Additionally, the iJmer gimbal assembly (see Figure 3.6) has been redesigned to clear any
potential interferences with the strut assemblies during positioning. Although larger in
size, the Mod. 2 design has freed the inner gimbal of some of the previously required
complex geometric shapes. To overcome various interference issues, the Mod. I inner
gimbal required specifically plotted slopes, curves and contours, which resulted in a very
complex and difficult part to manufacture. The Mod. 2 design consists of a much more
simplistic manufacturing design. Additionally, the slight amount of extra mass below the
axes of rotation will only aid the countemlass in proper gimbal balance.

Mod. 1

Mod. 2

Figure 3.6. Comparison of Inner Gimbals.
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3.2.

Mod. 2 Analysis

With a feasible solid model generated and corrected for potential geometric interferences,
attention turned towards the analyses of the new design. The analyses began, as with the
Mod. I analyses, with the inspection of the forces placed on the strut assemblies.

3.2.1. Axial Strut Force Analysis
As the Mod. 2 strut design and connection dimensions are identical to the Mod. I design
(simply inverted), the axial strut analysis and helical flexure analysis accomplished under
Mod. I remain valid for Mod. 2 (see Figures 2.4, 2.6, and 2.10 for linear actuator travel,
axial strut force, and helical flexure bend angle data of Mod. 1 pertinent to Mod. 2,
respectively) .

3.2.2. Initial Harmonic Analyses
One of the primary objectives of the ADPICAS Phase 1lI prototype is to develop an
active precision pointing and vibration suppression system for the smart laser telescope.
The vibration isolation system consists of a "reactionless" double gimbal system, helical
flexure mounts, and piezoelectric·stack mounted struts. Vibratory disturbances must be
isolated to the extent that the laser link will not be disrupted. As shown in Appendix A,
maximum rotational deflection allowed to ensure link maintenance is equivalent to half
of the beam divergence. Small translational motions are not of significant concerns as
the translation is not magnified over the link length.
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Vibratory response was analyzed utilizing ANSYS (2004) Multiphysics Modeling
Software. Per project requirements, the system response is to be analyzed for harmoruc
disturbances from 0 to I kHz.

However, as Mitchell (2005) showed for Mod. 0, the

predominant system resonant frequencies for the modified versions (i.e., Mod. I and Mod.
2) occur between 0 to 100 Hz. This will be demonstrated later in this chapter. The root
of these disturbances is modeled as residual satellite main thruster vibration transmitted
to the telescope system through the rigidly mounted telescope platform.

3.2.2.1.

Solid Model Generation

-=[~~;~I~:::HarmoniC
_
Force

1....._

Figure 3.7. ADPICAS Prototype Utilized in ANSYS Finite Element Modeling.

Figure 3.7 consists of the solid model generated in ANS YS and utilized throughout the
harmonic analysis.

The telescope system prototype solid model assembly is rigidly

mounted to the framework of the satellite test bed considered in this research. Table 3.1
gives the materials and firute elements utilized in individual parts within the solid model.
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Table 3.2 gives the material property information utilized in the final solid model and
finite element analyses discussed in Section 3.2.4.1.

Table 3.1. Element and Material Table for ADPICAS Laser Telescope Solid Model in
ANSYSFEA
Prototype Part
Strut Brackets
Helical Flexure
Strut Connection
Linear Actuator Motor
Piezoelectric Stack Casing
Piezoelectric Stack Actuation

Element Used

StrutfTelescope Bracket
Telescooe
Inner Gimbal
Outer Gimbal
Mirrors
Inner and Outer Gimbal Shafts
Countermass

SHELL93
SHELL93
SHELL93
SHELL93
SHELL93
BEAM4
SHELL63

SHELL93
SOLID95
SOLID95
SOLlD95
BEAM4
LINKII

Material
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel (with torsional stiffness)
Steel (with zero Tension·
Compression Modulus)
Aluminum
Carbon/Epoxy Composite
Carbon/Epoxy Composite
Carbon/Eooxv Composite
CarbonlEpoxy Composite
Aluminum
Steel

Table 3.2. Material Properties for ADPICAS Laser Telescope Solid Model in
ANSYSFEA
Densitv
Slu!!lin J

Shear
Poisson's
Modulus
Ratio
Msi
Msi
R
1.6
RZ
0.68
RZ*
0.044
Carbon/Epoxy
1.47e-4
Z
11.2
0.044
R8
0.68
R8
Composite
Z8*
8
11.2
Z8
0.85
0.03
Steel
7.25e-4
30.0
11.5
0.33
Aluminum
2.5ge·4
10.4
3.94
0.32
* The relatIonshIp between CartesIan and Cylmdncal coord mate systems wlthm ANSYS
FEA is X=R, Y=Z, and Z=8 (ANSYS, 2004).
Material
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The solid model design of the strut assemblies are identical for both the aforementioned
axial strut force analysis and hamlonic analysis.

The functionality of the LfNK I I

elements incorporated in each of these analyses differs slightly. In the axial strut force
analysis, the LINK II elements act as the linear actuators utilized for rapid positioning of
the telescope. In the harmonic analysis, ilie intent is to hold the telescope in a single
static position utilizing the piezoelectric stacks as active vibration suppression smart
material.

Therefore, in the following analyses, the LINK I I elements serve as the

piezoelectric elements to provide actuations required to actively suppress the external
vibration and hold the telescope in its respective position.

As shown in Figure 3.8, the counter
mass is installed at the bottom of the
optical tube.

In ANSYS FEA, the

countermass is generated as a single disk
meshed wiili SHELL63 elements. The
thickness of the countermass is handled
as a value within ilie real constant set for
SHELL63 elements. Real constant sets
within ANSYS FEA do not modify the

Figure 3.8. ANSYS Laser Telescope Solid
Model with Countermass in Place.

specific geometry of the solid model.
This aids greatly in countermass optimization measures as ilie thickness can be varied
without disrupting the nWllerical assembly matrices of the sol id model.
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As mentioned earlier, the true geometry of the countermass of the prototype can be
modified to suit the needs of the final optical design. This includes utilizing required
optical electronic equipment for countermass ballast. It is solely for the sake of finite
element analysis and system verification that the countermass is modeled as a simple disk.

3.2.2.2.

Convergence Study

A finite element analysis is only as accurate as the mesh utilized. Too coarse of a mesh
will yield inaccurate system results. Too fine of a mesh increases the possibility of point
singularities and possible round-off errors while drastically increasing computational
time. To ensure the proper balance between the accuracy and computational time, finite
element texts recommend performing finite element convergence studies (Grandin, 1986).

Since the smart composite telescope prototype contains numerous items of varying
geometric complexity, it is appropriate to perform individual convergence studies on each
pertinent part. The individual solid model of each part was placed into a ''virtual test
bed" within ANSYS FEA (see Figure 3.9). The test rig consisted of constraining one end
of the part while applying a nominal load on a distant portion of the part away from the
constrained end. A static force analysis was then performed on each part while varying
the complexities of the mesh.

The results for each pertinent part can be found in

Appendix B. These plots indicate that when additional refinements of the mesh fail to
considerably improve the accuracy, the plateau portion of the results indicate the point of
proper convergence.
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Nominal
Test Load..........

Bottom Edge
Fully Constrained

Figure 3.9. A Sample "Virtual Test Bed" Utilized in the Convergence Study.

It should be mentioned that EMESH size resolution is utili zed for meshing for all parts
except for the helical flexures.

With very complex geometries, a more suitable mesh

resolution for the helical flexures is available utilizing the ANSYS FEA SmartMesh
system. As the primary mating surface of the helical flexure, the strut bracket is also
meshed utilizing the ANSYS FEA SmartMesh system. The appropriate meshing for the
proper convergence of each part was detennined from the data presented in Appendix B
and then 'entered into the solid model program of the prototype.

The ANSYS solid

models with properly converged elements were utilized in all further analyses.

3.2.3.

Coun termass Design

As previously discllssed, the double gimbal system must be properly balanced to ensure
correct operations. To this point, although the necessity of a countemlass in the system
was known, the specific volume (and subsequent mass) remained unknown.
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The preliminary Mod. 2 hannonic analyses were examined as a trial-and-error endeavor.
Hannonic analyses were perfonned for countennasses of varying masses. These results
were compared for the maximum rotational displacement encountered by each system.
As can be seen in Figure 3.10, improperly balanced gimbal systems experience large
rotational resonant displacements, practically independent of the satellite due to the
system components natural frequencies.

It was determined that the telescope major

rotational displacement occurred within the 10-20 Hz range for varying countennass
volumes. Figures 3. 11 and 3.12 clearly indicate that these large rotational displacements
are due to gimbal imbalance (as the gimbaled telescope is the only system element
experiencing major displacements). Figure 3.11 represents an undersized countennass
and Figure 3.12 represents what will later be determined an oversized countennass.
During these preliminary studies, it became obvious as to how the proper countennass
design is paramount to proper vibration suppressions.
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Figure 3.10. Frequency Response for an Improperly Balanced Gimbal.
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Figure 3.11. Rotational Mode Shape for a
Gimbal with an Undersized Countermass.
3.2.3.1.

',---

Figure 3.12. Rotational Mode Shape for a
Gimbal with an Oversized Countermass.

An Analytical Inspection

Computer modeling and analysis software such as ANSYS FEA is utilized due to the
complexity of the solid model. However, some form of analytical inspection is strongly
desired in order to determine an approximate countermass thickness to be utilized in
ANSYS analyses. Additionally, an analytical inspection will aid in validation of ANSYS
analyses results for cowltermass thickness. Such an analytical proof can be preformed
utilizing planar kinetics for solid bodies.

If the telescope is divided into three separate bodies that are rigidly connected together
around the desired center of rotation, parallel axis theory can be employed to detennine
the proper thickness of the countermass for a statically balanced system. Figure 3.13
shows the three separate bodies along with their respective center of masses; the top (t),
the bottom (b), and the countermass (cm). It also shows the distances of each separate
body's center of mass from the system' s defined axis of rotation . It should be noted that
for this simple analytical proof, the inner gimbal and strut bracket are assumed to be
satisfactorily balanced around the defined axis of rotation .
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Figure 3.13. Simplified Mass Divisions and Individual Center of Mass Di stances.

From the parallel axis theory, Pytel and Kiusalaas (1994) describe that the di stance
between the natural fo rming axis of rotation and any described ax is of rotation is:

(3. 1)

For the case of our telescope:

y=

m, y, + mbY b + '"cmYcm

(3.2)

m, + mb + n'em
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In this case, the naturally axis of rotation and defined axis of rotation are to coincide.

Therefore, 'Y = O. From Eq.(3.2):
(3.3)
where Yb Yb, and Yem are known distances between the centers of the mass and the defined
axis of rotation (as shown in Figure 3.13). Rearranging Eq. (3.3), it yields:
(3.4)

Pem2t(r/)(t.m) Yem = -mt Yt - mb Yb

Given the material properties of the bodies and their volumes, the top and bottom masses
can be calculated as:

= 0.0017641t (4.25 2 - 42) 9.275>1<2 = 0.2120 slug

(3.5)

mb = pc V = Pc lib ~ = Pc 2t(ro2 - r?) (2Yb)
= 0.0017641t (4.25 2 - 42) 3.225>1<2 = 0.0737 slug

(3.6)

For the mass of the countermass, all values are known, except the thickness of the disc.
IDem = Pcm V

= Pcm IIcm t.m = Pcm 2t(ro2) (t.m)

= 0.0087 1t (4.252)t.m*2 = 0.4932 t.m slug

(3.7)

Solving Eq.(3.4) for t.m and utilizing the values from Eqs.(3.5) through (3.7), it yields:
-0.2120(9.275) - 0.0737(-3.225)

t.m=
P

em" (r0)2 Yem

=

=

0.0087,,*4.252 *(-6.45)

6

0.543 in

(3.8)

Parallel axis theory determines an appropriate countermass thickness of 0.543 for proper
gimbal balance.
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3.2.3.2.

Countermass Optimization

As mentioned earlier, applying the countermass thickness as a real constant in ANSYS

FEA does not affect the specific geometry of the solid model. This allows for vohnne
(and subsequently mass) variance without changes to the solid model properties such as
keypoints, nodes, lines, elements, etc.

It accommodates the development of a mass

optimization scheme to design a proper gimbal balance with the optimized countermass
prior to any manufacturing or assembly.

Figure 3.14 outlines the general logic behind the mass optimization program.

The

optimization scheme will incrementally increase the countermass thickness at a user
defined step from thickne8SjnitiaJ to thickne8SfinaI.

At each countermass thickness, a

harmonic analysis from freqiDitia\ to freqfina\ is pertbrmed. At each frequency analyzed, the
telescope's rotational displacement is reviewed (this includes the inspection of the large
rotational displacements due to gimbal imbalance within a predetermined frequency
range). The maximum rotational displacement with the associated frequency for the
countermass thickness under consideration are saved as array values for data processing.
The smaller the maximum rotational displacement encountered, the more appropriate the
size of the countermass (and more correctly balanced the gimbal) is.
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Figure 3.14. Countermass OptimiVltion Program Flowchart.

For the initial proof of concept of the optimization program. the primary and secondary
mirrors have been removed from the prototype to create a solid model where the ANSYS
FEA results could be compared with the analytical analysis (to be presented in this work)
for concurrence and verifications. Additionally, all gimbal elements in the initial proof of
concept were created with increased stiffuess to eliminate individual mode shapes from
affecting the balance calculations. It was then possible to individually examine each part
for mode compliance within the system. This is discussed in greater detail in Section
3.2.4.1.
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Figure 3.15. Maximum Telescope Rotations Encountered Dming Preliminary Natural
Frequency Resonance for Various Countermass Thicknesses.
The maximum rotational disturbances encountered for various countermass thicknesses
are featured in Figure 3. I 5 for the proof of concept of the thickness optimization program.

The incremental thickness selected for the initial analysis was tin<:

=

0.01 in.

This

translates to an incremental mass increase per analytical step of.

min<: = p*V = (7t*4.25 2*tin<:)*0.0087 sluIYin3 = 1.57e-3 slug

As can be seen, the frequency at which the maximum displacement occurs drops as

countermass thickness increases. This, of course, is indicative of the inverse relation
between mass and natural frequency (in the most general terms: fn = (27trlOfl(klm)ll2)
(Rao, 1995).

In Figure 3.15, it is noted that a minimum occurs around 0.53 in
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countermass thickness and does not represent a sampling transition. The surrounding
points of maximum displacement occur at 19 Hz.

ElI'amining in greater details, the responses of the thicknesses in the 19 Hz range (with a
tine = 0.001 or mine = 4.94e-4 slug), has a minimum absolute harmonic disturbance that
occurs at the countermass thickness of 0.533 in. The results of the refined sample rate is
presented in Figure 3.16. A countermass thickness of 0.533 inches corresponds to a mass
of 0.263 slug and a tenesbiaI weight of 8.46 pounds. Comparing the ANSYS FEA
results with results determined analytically in Section 3.2.3.1., the difference is 1.8%.
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Figure 3.16. Detail: Maximum Telescope Rotation Encountered During Preliminary
Natural Frequency Resonance for Various Countermass Thickness at 19 Hz.
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3.2.4.

Harmonic Response

The optimization scheme developed in ANSYS FEA (as outlined in Section 3.2.3.2.) for
the smart composite laser telescope does not verify proper pointing resolution for the
prototype over the entire spectnnn of frequencies to be examined. It merely determines
the appropriate countermass volume for minimal rotational disturbance of the telescope
within the double gimbal (i.e., a proper balance). A comprehensive harmonic analysis of
the system is required to determine if all system elements are correctly suppressing
disturbances from being transmitted to the telescope.

3.2.4.1.

Harmonic Analysis Operational Procedure

As explained earlier, the harmonic responses are measured over a frequency spectrum of
0-100 Hz as a result of a disturbance due to a typical thruster burn.

The thruster

disturbance, as shown in Figure 3.7, is modeled as 10 Ibfaxially through the satellite and
1 Ibf laterally normal to the satellite applied harmonically. As previously discussed, the
appropriate countermass determined from the countermass optimization program has
been installed in the solid model of the platform.

The harmonic analyses were performed in various steps to ensure complete system
vibration isolation. This was accomplished by systematically inspecting each preliminary
system element individually to ensure proper desigo and rigidity. The isolation scheme
enabled a detailed analysis of each part within the prototype without interference from
other parts. It enabled a thorough review of the individual mode shapes for each part and
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how these modes affected the overall pointing accuracy. Ensuring the stability and
interaction of individual parts within the system offers a superior harmonic analysis.

Figure 3.17 contains a flow chart of the isolation scheme utilized in the harmonic analysis.
The method initially analyzed the telescope (as the telescope isolation is the primary
objective) and then expanded outwards from the center of the gimbaled system.
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Figure 3.17. Harmonic Analysis System Optimization with Real Properties Flow Chart.

Harmonic isolation of the individual elements was accomplished via control of the
modulus of elasticity of each part. For instance, a full harmonic analysis was performed
on the satellite/telescope system where only the telescope (with primary and secondary
mirrors installed) included real world stiffuess data. In other words, the inner and outer
gimbals were modeled with infinite stiffuess to eliminate possible mode shape
interferences. The harmonic analysis would then reveal any design issues or adverse
mode shapes in the telescope regarding vibration suppression. If necessary, changes
would be made, incorporated into the ANSYS design and the harmonic analysis rerun.

4S

This would continue until minimum deflection was achieved with the "real stiffuess"
telescope and rigid stiffuess inner and outer gimbals.

Once the telescope (and strut bracket, mirrors, etc.) had been optimized, the inner gimbal
was also given real stiffuess (while the outer gimbal remained rigid). Again, a harmonic
analysis was performed to ensure proper compatibility. Ifrequired, redesigns of the inner
gimbal were performed to ensure minimal deflection.

Finally, the outer gimbal was

given real stiffuess properties and the entire satellite/prototype was fully verified for
system compatibility.

If redesigns were required of any part that would affect the balance of the gimbal, the
countermass optimization was rerun to determine the new applicable countermass volume.
Once all necessary redesigns were performed, the final appropriate countermass for the
platform was determined to have a thickness of 0.845 inch and have a mass of:

which equates to a terrestrial weight of 13.4 pounds.
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3.2.4.2.

System Harmonie Results
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Figure 3.1S. Harmonic Response of the Telescope System Mod. 2 Prototype.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the rotational displacement encountered by the satellite/telescope
system for real material properties and properly sized countermass in three different
system configurations (rigidly mounted, in a gimbal without piezoelectric actuation, and
in a gimbal with piezoelectric actuation). As descn'bed in Appendix A, the link budget
determines the maximum allowable pointing error to be half of the optical beam
divergence of the transmitter. In the case of terrestrial in-field testing, the maximum
allowable beam divergence is 33 microradians (6.8 arcseconds). As exhibited in Figure
3.18, beam divergence for a telescope rigidly mounted directly to the satellite experiences
a large amount of displacement at low frequencies. Mounting the telescope in a double
gimbal system greatly reduces the rotational displacement encountered, yet results remain
unacceptable at very low frequencies.

After incorporating precision positioning

capabilities into the gimbaled system via piezoelectric stacks, vibration suppression is
greatly enhanced for the entire frequency spectrum analyzed.
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Figure 3.19. Detail: Harmonic Response of the Telescope System. Mod. 2 Prototype.

Figure 3.19 contains an enlarged version of Figure 3.18 for lower frequencies (i.e., 0-60
Hz, where a majority of rotational displacements occur). Displacements above 60 Hz are
extremely minimal in nature.

As can be seen, low frequency (i.e., 0-10 Hz)

displacements can be controlled with the incorporation of piezoelectrics. This conflicts
the results found by Mitchell (2005) for the Mod. 0 prototype, where the low frequency
control was not possible for the Mod. 0 design.

This was attributed to the low

accelerations the system encountered at low frequencies. Inertia of the system at these
low frequencies was not sufficient to overcome the stiffuess of the helical flexures. The
increased mass of the Mod. 2 prototype attributes to the inertia of the gimbal. This aids
in overcoming the stiffuess of the flexure joints and aids in holding the telescope in
position. In Figure 3.19, the first large displacement is due to the fact that the system. is
free resulting in zero natural frequency. The second displacement is attributed to the
natural frequency of the outer gimbal of the system (14 Hz). The third is the natural
frequency due to the helical flexures (up and down axial motion) at 36 Hz. Finally, the
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fourth is the natural frequency due to the helical flexures (side to side lateral motion) at
44Hz.

IMPROPERLY BALANCED GIMBAL mmlI'

PROPERLY BALANCED GIMBAL mmlI

O. .__________

. . . MU

~~~~

Figure 3.20. Rotational Displacement Results for Unbalanced and Balanced Mod. 2
Prototypes at 6 Hz Resonant Frequency.

Vibratory stabilization is also evident via captured renderings of the mode shapes for the
platform as compared to a platform without a countermass installed, as seen in Figure
3.20.

This further validates the successful countermass optimization and overall

vibration suppression capability of the prototype.
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The voltage usage data for the piezoelectric stacks are included in Figure 3.21. This can
be regarded as the amount of voltage required by the piezoelectric stacks to deliver the
results provided in Figures 3.18 and 3.19.

As specified by the manufacturer, the

maximum allowable voltage for the piezoelectric stacks to be utilized is 50 Volts (PI
Catalog, 2005). As evident in Figure 3.21, this maximum voltage is surpassed at 32 Hz.
Research has shown that this frequency primarily corresponds to the natural frequency of
the helical flexures. The mode shape at this frequency is a compression/extension action
in the axial direction of the flexures. As shown in Figure 3.19, however, the rotational
displacement encountered at 32 Hz is practically identical for the case with
piezoelectronic actuation and without The large voltage peak at 32 Hz concerns more of
a resistance to mode issue than a necessary operation to suppress the vibration.

In

ANSYS FEA, the piezoelectric stacks are modeled as LINK.!1 elements to allow for
sliding. Without piezoelectric stacks installed, the rigid strut minimizes the magnitude of
the helical flexure modes at 32 Hz; i.e., there is nothing to slide. With the piezoelectric
stacks installed, the lack of resistance allows the mode to freely oscillate; extending the
piezoelectric stacks with it. In other words, piezoelectric actuation is not required at this
frequency in order to maintain rotational stability of the telescope.

Therefore, the

piezoelectric stacks can simply be truncated to 50 V at 32 Hz with the same effect.
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CHAPTER 4
ONGOING DESIGN EFFORTS
4.0.

Ongoing Design Efforts Introduction

Just as the design improvements and modifications described within this document have
greatly improved life, reliability, quality, and functionality of the platform, the ICML is
continuously researching possible design changes and pertinent analysis methods to build
the most practical platform possible. Currently, two ongoing efforts appear to further
improve system design.

4.1.

Mod. 3 Preliminary Research

Currently, the telescope system prototype continues to undergo developmental efforts to
further improve stability and integrity. As detailed in Section 2.2.2, the forces the system
can safely undergo currently depend on the linear actuators selected for use. These
motors offer superior resolution and repeatability, yet lack strength in stall force.
Recently, a new, more robust linear actuator has been determined as a potentially viable
option for the use in the prototype redesign.

The new linear actuators (see Figure 4.1) offer great strength with only a minor decrease
in positioning resolution. The increase in positioning loss is not outside of the range of
the pointing capabilities of the piezoelectric stacks. In other words, the duty of the
piezoelectric stacks will be slightly raised to afford the entire strut assembly a 590%
increase in allowable force.
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Mod. 2

Mod. 3

Figure 4.1. Mod. 2 vs. Mod. 3 Strut Assembly (Proposed).

The incorporation of the new linear actuators required a significant redesign of the strut
assembly. As with previous modifications to the prototype, a significant effort was made
to retain as much of the already completed, valid analyses work.

The retention of

previous analyses work eliminates man-hour expenses required for rework. As seen in
Figure 4.1 , the entire flexure assembly has been rotated 180 degrees such that the flexure
connections to the linear actuator and the platform base have been reversed.

It should be noted that the connection point of the redesigned flexure to the linear
actuator occurs more towards the center of mass of the linear actuators in Mod. 3. This is
increasingly important as the more robust linear actuators include a larger motor housing
on the rear of the actuator (as evident in Figure 4.1). This creates a greater potential for
an adverse load on the flexures. The redesigned connection point aids in lowering the
load due to a bending moment from the linear actuator connection. If the new linear
actuators were connected at the end (such as the Mods. 0, I, and 2 linear actuators) the
cantilever nature of the connection could create adverse bending.
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Figure 4.2. Mod. 3 Flexure Bend Comparison at 45° Elevation.

As seen in Figure 4.2, the absolute flexure bend angles encountered for Mod. 3 follow the
same curve as Mod. 2, yet are less. This is attributed to the reversal of the flexure
connections. Although the positioning and gimbaled connection geometries were kept
identical, the reversal of the flexure has altered the "effective beam length" of the strut.
This decreases the pivot angle of the strut throughout the total range of the telescope
motion.
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As indicated in Table 1.2, the next limiting element in the system in terms of force
capabilities (after the linear actuators) is the piezoelectric stacks. With the repositioning
of the linear actuator/flexure connection, an axial strut force analysis is required to verify
that the axial strut forces do not exceed the new limiting factor of 65 pounds. The axial
strut force analysis is currently ongoing at ICML.

4.2.

Dynamic Force Analysis

The static axial force analysis performed in Section 2.2.2 ensures, for any position
attained during the normal operation, static forces on the liner motor will not exceed the
stall force of the motor. Using dynamic modeling software (Universal Mechanism 4.0), a
dynamic force response analysis is being performed to monitor and document inertial
forces on the struts during rapid slewing maneuvers.

Inertial effects at various

acceleration rates will be examined to ensure that the stall force of the linear motors is not
exceeded.

These accelerations rates will be utilized during the programming of the

prototype's control system to ensure safe and feasible operation of the struts.
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CHAPTERS
FUTURE WORK
S.D.

Future Work Introduction

As the design phase of the ADPICAS project comes to a conclusion, increased attention
has been paid with respect to the upcoming milestones in the prototype development. A
planning evolution has been underway to ensure feasible and mpid prototyping of the
platform.

Additionally, a comprehensive test plan has been developed to ensure

continued success of the ADPICAS Project.

5.1.

Finalizing Telescope Design

ICML continues research and development efforts regarding intelligent collimation and
vibration

suppression

utilizing

piezoelectric

nanopositioning

nanotechnology.

Piezoelectric elements will be integrated directly into the fabrication of the optical tube of
the telescope; creating the first intelligent optical telescope. As these efforts continue and
are refined, minor optical tube design adjustments may be required. Additionally, as the
optical system design becomes finalized, minor optical tube redesign may be required to
accommodate the specific optical system to be utilized (e.g., mirror mounts, attachment
points, etc.).

Appendix A.I describes the tentative link budget to be utilized in terrestrial testing
measures. The current optical design consists of a bistatic system with the ADPICAS
prototype acting as the receiver in the system. The intent of this bistatic receiver is to
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provide a concrete proof of concept of simultaneous precision positioning and vibration
suppression prior to entering the space certification phase of the design. The space
design will consist of a more complex monostatic telescope system capable of
transmission and reception. A proposed link budget for a space qualified system is
provided in Appendix A.2.

All final design parameters will be determined and certified by an optical design engineer
of the ICML team, to be joining the team in the near future. ICML intends to utilize
ZEMAX optical system design software to finalize the optical system design.

As

mentioned earlier, if any minute modifications to the telescope are required, the adaptable
countermass element and its

optimi~tion

scheme will be able to recover proper gimbal

balance.

5.2.

Fabrication

The current laser telescope prototype consists of over 70 individual parts; both
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and specially manufactured items. Throughout the
prototype development, special attention has been paid to ensure practical appropriation
or manufacturing feasibility of each part. To date, ICML has generated the assembly
drawings required for final fabrication of the ADPICAS prototype (Appendix D). All
COTS items have been specifically identified and communication has been established
with suppliers to determine cost and delivery options.

ICML has established

communication with outside vendors as well as the University of Hawai'i ''in-house''
manufacturing services for special part manufacturing. All specially manufactured items

S6

have been rendered in CAD drawings in preparation for manufacture.

Upon part

reception, each part will undergo a detailed review for correct dimensions, manufacture,
and material properties.

In addition to specific prototype parts.
special tooling required for

accurate

fabrication has also been developed.
These parts, such as the bearing race
alignment tool (see Figure 5.1), will
ensure proper assembly, alignment, and
accuracy during the assembly process.
Figure 5.1. Specially Designed Bearing
Race Alignment Tool.

These specialty tools will be fabricated
concurrently with parts procurement.

5.3.

ADPICAS Phase IV

Although specific individual test procedures have yet to be completed, a comprehensive
test plan of action has been developed in anticipation of system verification prior to
operation. Prototype testing will commence under Phase N of the ADPICAS project.
The current test plan, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, includes every facet of the physical
prototype.

A thorough test program, from each individual part to total prototype

terrestrial operation, is paramount to the project success.
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Figure 5.2. ADPICAS Phase IV Test Evolution Flow Chart.

5.3.1. In-Laboratory Testing
Laboratory testing will consist of two, simultaneously operating test tracts to ensure
absolute system integrity. The tracts will cover mechanical and optical aspects of the
prototype, respectively.

Simultaneous test tracts will expedite total test evolution

duration while not compromising thoroughness.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the proposed testing evolution allows for concurrent, yet
independent testing of the optical portion and the mechanical portion of the prototype.
All prototype parts will be delivered to its respective test tract with the exception of the
optical tube. It is envisioned that the optical tube (with appropriate countermass system)
will be first verified for proper balance by the mechanical testing task team. The optical
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tube will then be delivered to the optical testing task team for utilization in their testing.
The mechanical testing task team will utilize a copy of the actual optical tube during the
remainder of the mechanical testing. The facsimile optical tube will assist in preserving
the actual optical tube by preventing any possible damage during the mechanical testing.
Due to the sensitive nature of the equipment, the optical tube will be the responsibility of
the optical testing task team for the remainder of the testing.

As previously mentioned, many COTS items will be tested for proper functionality and
calibration prior to the installation in the prototype.

This includes all piezoelectric

elements, the linear actuators, and the force sensors. The individual part testing, prior to
the assembled testing, eliminates possible failure modes during the full prototype testing.

Once the mechanical and optical aspects of the telescope have been independently
certified, the full prototype assembly will be placed through a series of rigorous inlaboratory optical, positioning, and vibratory tests to ensure complete system operation.
This will include short range laser transmissions while under disturbance, to be
performed at the ICML facility.

These tests will serve as certification prior to the

concluding terrestrial testing evolution.

5.3.2. In-Field Terrestrial Testing
As discussed in Section 1.1, the intent of the ADPICAS laser telescope system prototype

under development, is to successfully detect, track, and receive laser light transmissions
between two satellite mounted units in OEO utilizing simultaneous precision positioning
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and vibration suppression capabilities. The prototype, currently being developed, will
undergo a large scale proof of concept evolution terrestrially. These large range in-field
tests will be performed as the concluding certi fication of the ADPICAS laser telescope
system.

Upon the completion of the laboratory testing, the terrestrial testing will

commence with laser communication testing between the Hawaiian Islands of Maui and
the Big Island of Hawai ' i.

Optically
Hawai' i

speaking,
offer

the

unique

islands
and

of

optimal

locations for terrestrial optics testing.
Ozone, smog, urban light, and water
vapor all affect bean1 transmi ttance in
laser communications. A result of being
the most iso lated island chain in the
world,

pollution

glow/radiation

is

and
at

a

urban
mmlmum.

Additionally, the islands of Maui and
Hawai' i still exhibit the taU volcanic
Figure 5.3. Satellite Image of Potential
Terrestrial Testing Paths.

peaks that formed them. With elevations

exceeding 10,000 feet , the peaks of Haleakala, Mauna Kea, and Mauna Loa are not
susceptible to the effects of cloud cover. Each of the three peaks is within a clear line of
sight of each other (see Figure 5.3). Furthermore, each peak consists of well established
scientific and testing facilities.
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Terrestrial testing will be accomplished from the summit of Haleakala to the Island of
Hawai'i.

The specific testing observatory to be utilized on the Big Island will be

determined based on facility availability at the time of testing.

ICML has been in contact with both Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea Observatories regarding
testing opportunities. As access time is at a premiwn, a definitive choice will be made
once a final terrestrial test window has been determined.

As aforementioned, the ADPICAS laser telescope system prototype is currently being
developed as a bistatic receiver. A transmission in accordance with Appendix A will be
sent from the Big Island of Hawai'i to the prototype mounted on a test bed atop of
Haleakala. This test bed will be capable of six degrees of freedom displacement along
with specific harmonic disturbance.

In addition to monitoring data reception (at

appzopriate bit error rates), precision positioning data and displacement recovery times
will be recorded and documented. Comprehensive post-test reports will be generated to
document every aspect of the testing evolution.
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5.3.3. Beyond Terrestrial Testing
ICML intends to utilize the technology advancements achieved in developing a fully
functioning, space-certified, unit for laser communications between two satellites in
Geosynchronous Orbit. As mentioned earlier, this unit will be a monostatic telescope;
capable of both transmission and reception of laser signals. Exact specifications of the
space unit will be finalized as ADPICAS project is successfully completed. Appendix
A.2 consists of a tentative optica1link budget, as proposed by ICML in conjunction with
NRL.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.0.

Conclusions

Detailed designs for a laser communication telescope platform capable of simultaneous
vibration suppression and precision positioning have been developed. The platform has
been drastically redesigned yet continues to utilize the basic concepts and principles of
the initial proposal while incorporating numerous

~provements.

Real world challenges

and scenarios have been reviewed and evaluated for practical fabrication and testing of
the prototype.

The conclusions of the research discussed within the contents of this thesis are:

•

Optical integrity of the telescope system has been significantly improved through
the control system modification efforts.

•

Efficiency of the linear control devices has been improved by reducing the axial
load experienced under operation.

•

Various components of the prototype have been redesigned and optimized to
minimize man-hours, minimize materials required, maximize prototype stability,
and eliminate potential modes of failure.

•

A comprehensive countermass optimization program has been developed and
verified, capable of being corrected for any design modifications made to the
telescope.
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•

Complete harmonic analyses have been performed with real transversely isotropic
material properties to develop a clear image of the vibration suppression
capabilities of the system.

•

Manufacture of the prototype platform has been thoroughly supported via efforts
of COTS part appropriation, completion of specially manufactured parts and
assembly tool design, and detailed assembly drawings.

•

A comprehensive test evolution has been generated to ensure the success of the
program's goals.

•

All primary objectives of the ADPICAS project are attainable with the prototype
developed within this research.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A.I. PHASE III LINK BUDGET - TERRESTRIAL
(TO BE UTILIZED IN PHASE IV)
(Calculation Theory Source: Lambert and Casey, 1995)
(Data provided by: Naval Research Laboratory, 2005)
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APPENDIX A.2. PHASE ill LINK BUDGET - SPACE
(Calculation Theory Sorce: Lambert and Casey, 1995)
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APPENDIXB

CONVERGENCE STUDY DATA CURVES
APPENDIX B.l. Strut Bracket Convergence Study
Convergence study Utilizing static Force Analysis Testing - strut Bracket
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APPENDIX B.2. Helical Flexure Convergence Study
Convergence study Utilizing stetJc Force Analysis Testing· Helical Flexure
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APPENDIX B.3. Outer Gimbal Convergence Study
Convergence Study Utilizing static Force Analysis Testing· Outer Gimbal
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APPENDIX B.4. Inner Gimbal Convergence Study
Convergence Study UtilizIng statIc Force AnalysIs Teatlng -Inner GImbal
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APPENDIX B.5. Telescope Convergence Study
Convergence Study UtilizIng statIc Force AnalysIs TestIng - Telescope
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APPENDIXC
HELICAL FLEXURE FATIGUE STUDY
(CaIcuIation Theol)' Source: Shigley and Michske, 2007)

APPENDIX C.I. Endurance Limit
Endurance Limit, So. is defined as:

(C.l)
(C.2)

where So' = 0.504Sut (for metals with Sut:5 200 ksi)
As discussed in Section 2.2.3.1.1., for Type 17-4PH (S 17400) stainless steel:

Sut = 160 ksi

(C.3)

Marin Form Factors:
ka - Surface Factor

ka = a*Sutb

where a = 2.7 and b = -0.265 for machined surfaces.

(C.4)

kb - Size Factor

_ (d)0.1133
-

kb-

(C.5)

0.3

kb is based on bending of rod with a circular cross section. For square cross sections:
d=

deff =

0.80sv'b-ii

where b = 0.3 in. and h = 0.23 in.

(C.6)

kc - Load Factor
Based on experimental data, load factors are specified for specific types of loading. The
helical flexures will be under a combination ofaxiaI loading (behaving as pure torsion)
and bending (behaving as a moment). For this combination,

kc =

1. The loading is then

managed by the Von Mises stress determination in the Mean Stress:

kc= 1

for bars in torsion and shear with bending
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(C.7)

k4- Temperature Factor
Temperatures over 400°F are detrimental to the endurance limit of a part. Operating
temperatures of the helical flexures will vary in space; depending on if the helical
flexures are exposed to direct radiant solar heat. For consideration, a temperature rise of
130°F over room temperature is examined (200°F).

From Shigley and Mischke (2007), the temperature factor is approximated by the fourthorder polynomial:

k.J = 0.975 + 0.432e-3*Tf- 0.115e-5*Tl + 0.104e-8*T( In the case of the helical flexures: Tf= 200°F

0.595e-12*T/

(C.8)

(C.9)

ke - M"lSceUaneous-Effects Factor

The miscellaneous-effects factor primarily concerns corrosion and plating effects on steel.
As the ADPICAS Prototype helical flexures will be produced from stainless steel, k., is

not used.

ly- Stress Concentration Factor
As aforementioned, helical flexure segments can be approximated essentially as a straight

bar in pure torsion (Wahl, 1978). The helical flexure design does not consist of any holes,
notches, fillets, or other geometric irregularities within the coil cross-section that would
necessitate the use of a stress concentration factor.
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Calculation Assembly

From Eq.C.2.:
So' = 0.504(160) = 80.64

(C.I0)

From Eq.C.4:

ka = 2.7* 160.().26S = 0.7035

(C. 11)

From Eq.C.6:

deff= O.80s../(0.3-0.23)

(C.12)

0.2122

Inputting Eq. C.12 into Eq.C.5:
.212)- 0.1133

kb= ( 0.3

(C. 13)

= 1.04

Inputting Eq. C.9 into Eq. C.8:

k.J = 0.97S + 0.432e-3 *200--- 0.11Se-S*20cr + 0.1 04e-S*2003 -

0.S9Se-12*2004

= 1.023

(C.l4)

Inputting Eqs. C.7, C.IO, C.lI, C.13, and C.14 into Eq. C.I:

Se = 0.7035*1.04*1*1.023*80.64 =

160 ksi I

(C.tS)

Experimental test documentation indicates an infinite endurance limit for similar grade
cast and hip t7-4PH samples (at room temperature) of 58

ksi (Hitchiner Manufacturing,

2007). This is concurrent with the endurance limit calculated in Eq. C.t5.
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APPENDIX C.2. Modified Goodman Study for Fluctuating Stresses
As described in detail by Shigley and Mischke (2007). the modified Goodman approach
to fluctuating stress analysis, utilizes endurance limit and ultimate tensile stress to
detennine the relation between mean and fluctuating stress. The approach utilizes the
linear relation:

(C. 16)

The mean stress for the prototype will be calculated for the telescope stow position of 90°
elevation and 0° azimuth. As seen in Figure 2.9, the maximum static stress that the
flexures will encounter will be approximately 2.5 ksi.

Therefore, Sm = 2.5 ksi.

(C.l7)

Rearranging Eq. C.16:

ss

S. = s-~
e S

(C. 18)

ut

Inputting Eqs. C.3, C.lS, and C.17 into Eq. C.18:

Sa Imax = 60-

6()'2.S =
160

I 59 ksi I

(C.19)

which is greater than the maximum allowable stress of 18 ksi utilized in the Mod. 0
design. Figure C.l. shows the graphical inteIpretation ofEq. C.16 for varying alternating

stress and mean stress. The results of Eq. C.19 are indicated by the red dotted line.
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As noted by Mitchell (2005), the maximum alternating stress encountered by the Mod. 0

design of the helical flexures is 18 ksi. The 59 ksi maximum allowable stress in Mod. 1

can be regarded as an additional factor of safety compared to 18 ksi maximum allowable
stress in Mod. O.

Therefore, Eq. C.20 indicates the factor of safety between the

maximum allowable alternating stress and maximum stress encountered (where
superscripts

"1"

and

"0"

represent

Mod.

o

and

1,

respectively):

(C.20)

This equates to a factor of safety of 3.28.
Additionally, Figure C.l. indicates, the Mod. 0 flexure specification of 18 ksi would
allow for a maximum mean stress of 112 ksi.
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APPENDIX C.3. Example of a Material Alternative
A more cost effective, lower grade of 17-4PH stainless steel has also been investigated
for acceptable endurance and fatigue.
Sui = 130 ksi

(C.21)

Sy=40 ksi

(C.22)

Calculations are included here for comparison purposes. See Appendix C.1. and C.2. for
full calculation theory.

Base endurance limit is determined using the ultimate tensile stress of the material. As
this has changed from the calculations presented in Appendix C.1., Se' now becomes:
Se' = 0.504(130) = 65.52

(C.23)

Additionally, as ka concerns Sut. it will be different:

ka = 2.7*1304>.265 = 0.7433

(C.24)

lq, concerns cross-sectional area. Therefore, Eq. C.13 remains valid:
212)- 0.1133

lq, = ( - '
0.3

= 1.04

As the loading scenario will be the same, regardless of material, Eq. C.7 remains valid:

ke = 1

for bars in torsion and shear with bending

The temperature range examined remains identical. Eq. C.14 remains valid:

k.i = 1.023
Inputting Eqs. C.7, C.l4, C.21, C.23, and C.24 into Eq. C.I:
So = 0.7433"1.04"'1 "'1.023"'65.52 =

151.8 ksi I
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(C.25)

As before. the mean stress was determined in ANSYS FEA (see Eq. C.17):
Sm =2.5 ksi
which, via Eq. C.18, determines maximum alternating stress to be:

=

Sa lmax

51.8- 51.&2.5
130

= 150.8 ksil

(C.26)

The lower ultimate tensile stress of this grade of 17-4PH has decreased the maximum
alternating stress available, but as Figure C.2. indicates, allowable forces remain above
the maximum stress of 18 ksi encountered during flexure operation.
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Figure Col.

Modified Goodman Diagram for ADPICAS Prototype Helical Flexures
(Low Grade Type 17-4PH (S17400) Stainless Steel).
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APPENDIXD
ASSEMBLY DRAWING, ADPICAS PHASE ill
PROTOTYPE MOD. 2
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